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understand predict

Computational prediction of
the properties of molecules



An example: Organic flow batteries
Computational screening of 10,000 molecules

B. Huskinson et al., A metal-free organic–inorganic aqueous flow battery, Nature 505 195 (2014)



Chemistry Physics Materials science

AstronomyBiology

Useful in many fields



How to simulate molecules?



Molecular mechanics:
classical atoms connected by "springs"

Image: S. Jurvetson (https://flic.kr/p/E5nT)



Image: Argonne National Lab (https://flic.kr/p/9T4HHf)

In many cases we need to model the
electron cloud around the molecule

electronic structure



Electrons are described by
quantum mechanics

Schrödinger's equation

HΨ = EΨ
1



We can't solve Schrödinger's equation for
more than a few atoms
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Kohn-Sham equations

We need to make approximations:
density functional theory (DFT)



We need to discretize the equations in order
to solve them on a computer



wavelets

real-space grids

Several discretization alternatives exist

plane waves
(Fourier)

Gaussian
basis sets

finite elements
numerical atomic

orbitals



Discretization leads to a
matricial eigenvalue problem

∑
j

Hij xj = εxi

1 Hij
1Hamiltonian

(or Fock) matrix



Are some representations better for
electronic structure on GPUs?



slow adoption

large datasetscomplex codes

Using GPUs for electronic structure



Real-space electronic structure

finite and
periodic systems

arbitrary shape
grids

finite
differences



free open-source software

ground state, linear response,
real-time, molecular dynamics

Implementation in the Octopus code

http://tddft.org/programs/octopus/

package for DFT and TDDFT



Our objective:
massively parallel processors

GPUs

Intel MIC
(Xeon Phi)

multicore vectorial CPUs



iterative solvers

sparse matrix

applied as an operator

kinetic energy

local potential

non-local potential

The Hamiltonian matrix in real-space



GPU optimization strategy

data: KS orbitals

execution units

one orbital at a time blocks of orbitals

X. Andrade and L. Genovese, Harnessing the power of GPUs in
Fundamentals of TDDFT, (Springer 2012), pp. 401-413



Order orbitals in memory for
optimal memory access

orbital 1 orbital 2 orbital 3 orbital 4

point 1 point 2 point 3 point 4 point 5

X. Andrade and L. Genovese, Harnessing the power of GPUs in
Fundamentals of TDDFT, (Springer 2012), pp. 401-413



Effect of the block size: performance of the
application of the Hamiltonian matrix



The finite-difference Laplacian operator

high-order
approximation

most time-consuming part

stencil operation



Memory locality is the limiting
factor for performance

Can we change the order of grid points to increase
memory locality?



Hilbert curve

Tiling

Performance of the Laplacian for
the AMD Radeon 7970 GPU



electrons: 448
atoms: 147

grid points: 259,000
calculation time: 81 sec.

Performance for beta-cyclodextrin

X. Andrade and A. Aspuru-Guzik, JCTC, 9, 4360 (2013)



Performance for a set of 40 molecules

X. Andrade and A. Aspuru-Guzik, JCTC, 9, 4360 (2013)



Speed-up with respect to a CPU

total-time speed-up: 5.2x

solution cycle speed-up: 8x
(90 GFlops max)

X. Andrade and A. Aspuru-Guzik, JCTC, 9, 4360 (2013)



How does the performance compare
with Gaussian basis sets?



Gaussian basis set
DFT on GPUs

I. S. Ufimtsev and T. J. Martinez, JCTC 5 2619 (2009)



Comparison with TeraChem

Total calculation time Relative speed-up

X. Andrade and A. Aspuru-Guzik, JCTC, 9, 4360 (2013)



Advantages of real-space DFT for GPUs

simple
kernels

regular
execution

regular memory
access



current fast methods are not
necessarily suitable for GPUs

parallel scalability complexity

GPUs might require different methods
and algorithms



What can we do with this?



The Harvard Clean Energy project

high-throughput search of
organic photovoltaics

several million molecules

IBM world community grid



Develop a computational framework for
high-throughput materials design

data science
high-performance

computing



Conclusions
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excellence

competitive approach for the implementation of
electronic structure on GPUs based on real-space grids

reduce the cost and increase the predictive capabilites
of computational electronic structure by using GPUs




